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PREFACE
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In 2001, about 286mn persons were living in urban areas of India and it was the second largest urban
population in the world. The urban population is expected to rise to around 38 percent by 2026.
Currently, 31 percent of India�s population live in cities, and generate 63 percent of the nation�s

economic activity. Urban population is increasing rapidly with almost half of India�s population pro-
jected to live in cities by 2030. India�s sustainable economic growth will be driven by this process.

Recently, the Government of India has launched three mega urban schemes i.e., Smart Cities Mission,
Atal Mission for Rejuvenation and Urban Transformation (AMRUT), and Housing for All in urban areas.
These schemes will set in motion the process of urban transformation to better living conditions and
focussing on essential measures for ensuring quality life for citizens in present times and coming future.

It has been observed that city governments are not able to deliver their services efficiently and effectively
due to several reasons. Poor deliveries of services are increasingly affecting the lives of citizens in urban
areas. Governments are unable to meet the expectations of the public. There is need to adopt better
system of service delivery and innovative approaches to enhance the quality of service delivery. One of
the major reasons for the poor performance of urban local governments is low civic engagement.

The 74th Constitution Amendment Act (CAA), 1992 recommended major structural change in local
governance, to ensure functioning of municipalities as democratic units and greater participation of
people at the grassroots in decision-making process. Further, this amendment also provided for
constitution of ward committees.

Jaipur, one of the fastest growing cities in India and will soon join the club of top ten most populated
cities of urban agglomerations in the country. According to the report published by the UN-HABITAT
on �State of The World�s Cities 2012-13� projected that the urban sprawl of pink city will stand at 4.2mn
in 2025, making it the 10th most populated city in the country. Master Development Plan (2025) of
Jaipur is developed to position Jaipur as a world class city, where all the people would be actively
engaged in productive work and ensured a quality life.

In order to create a space for citizen�s engagement, as visualised in the 74th CAA, CUTS initiated an
intervention entitled �Improving service delivery by local urban government in the city of Jaipur through
enhanced civic engagement�- MyCity, in Jaipur city in August 2012 in partnership with The Asia
Foundation (TAF). In past three years, the project covered a total of 32 wards of the city.
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This particular document covers the third year�s activities and study aspect of �MyCity� project. Community
meetings, Interface meetings, Citizen Report Card (CRC), Public Service Index (PSI), stakeholder
consultations and advocacy meetings were the activities undertaken to engage citizens in improving the
service delivery in 16 wards. In addition, several meetings were also conducted with the officials of
Municipal Corporations for ensuring their support and participation in the project activities. The highlight
of this phase was the Mayors� Conferences organised in Jaipur and Kota respectively.

These interventions created an enabling environment, crafted space for citizens� engagement and
resulted in changes on the ground in the selected wards, triggered a debate and contributed towards
augmenting the overall quality of services in Jaipur. �MyCity� initiative is well recognised by all
stakeholders for civic engagement in the capital city. This publication is an attempt to capture the
intervention and the impact on ground.

I take this opportunity to thank The Asia Foundation (India) for the valuable partnership, especially to
Mandakini Devasher Surie (Senior Programme Officer) and Sagar Prasai (Country Representative) for
their valuable support and guidance for this initiative.

We are also are thankful to all the civil society partners in each of the target wards, who implemented
this project on the ground. We thank Rajpal Singh Shekhawat, Minister of Urban Development and
Housing, Government of Rajasthan; Dr. Manjit Singh, Principal Secretary, Local Self Government;
Purushottam Biyani, Director, Department of Local Self Government; Nirmal Nahata, Mayor and Manoj
Bhardwaj, DeputyMayor of Jaipur. We are also grateful to all theMayors and DeputyMayor all municipal
corporations of Rajasthan for extending their valuable cooperation during the project intervention
period. We would also like to thank Chairpersons of different committees, ward councillors, and
concerned officials of Jaipur Municipal Corporation and officials from other line departments for their
active involvement and help provided in the project activities. We also thank other agencies, such as
City Manager Association of Rajasthan, Jaipur Unites and Civil Society Organisations working on urban
governance issues for their valuable assistance.

I acknowledge and thank the valuable guidance and support of Pradeep S Mehta, Secretary General,
CUTS International.

Last but not the least, I sincerely thank my colleagues at CUTS, Amar Deep Singh, Project Coordinator,
who was mainly responsible for the implementation of the project in the third phase; Madhu Sudan
Sharma, Sr. Project Coordinator; Dharmendra Chaturvedi, Project Officer; Varidhi Singh, Project Officer
and former colleague Vipin Chawla, Project Officer for the involvement in the project and other
colleagues at CART for their support in this project.

I also acknowledge the contribution of Madhuri Vasnani in editing and Mukesh Tyagi and Rajkumar in
layout of this publication and IT team for rendering their support in the development of web page and
updating. I also express our sincere gratitude to all, without whom, the anchoring of �MyCity� would
not have been possible.

September 10, 2015 George Cheriyan
Director, CUTS International
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Prosperity of a city counts on various
factors, such as productivity, quality of
life, infrastructure, environment and

equity. The quality of life in a locality or a city to
a large extent depends upon the availability of
suitable infrastructure and services. This
becomes particularly important in urban areas
where the demand for infrastructure and
services is high and supply inadequate to cope
with the pace of rapid in-migration,
urbanisation and development. The poor
quality of amenities and services in the city
ultimately has severe impact on the growth of
the city.

Most of the basic infrastructure and
services including electricity, water supply,
sewerage, solid waste management, housing,
etc. are developed and supplied by a variety of
urban institutions like development
authorities, boards and many other
departments. The inter-linkages among these
institutions are too complex to understand for a
common citizen. This makes their life much
complicated when it comes to raising their
voice or complaining for poor services. These
institutions and departments have nearly
absent mechanisms for direct interface with
citizens.

A path breaking amendment in the
Constitution (74th Amendment) Act came into
force on June 01, 1993, as it aimed at the
creation of local governments who can bridge
the gap between the government and the
governed. The municipalities were to be made
responsible of the 18 subjects mentioned in the
Twelfth Schedule, which included urban
planning, land use, water supply, roads,
bridges, health sanitation slum improvement
etc. The authority to take decisions on these
subjects was to be transferred by state
governments to municipalities. But the letters
of this Amendment could never be converted

into the spirit and the divide between
government and the governed continue to
exist.

The 74th Amendment to the Constitution
has provided an institutional framework for
people to participate actively through a two-
tier system of local self-governance in urban
areas. The first tier is Municipality which
consist of elected councillors and second tier is
the ward committees at the level of ward. The
provision of ward committees in the
Amendment is intended to enhance proximity
between citizens and their elected
representatives by enabling a platform for
participation of people in local self-governance
and securing accountability of elected
representatives.

To improve the quality of services provided
by urban local governments and enhance
citizens� engagement in the city of Jaipur,
Consumer Unity & Trust Society (CUTS) in
partnership with The Asia Foundation (TAF),
initiated a unique urban intervention entitled
�MyCity� from August 2012. Year-3 of the project
was implemented during September 2014-
September 2015.

It is true that urban local governments have
been unable to meet the expectations of the
public to a large extent. There may be a
number of issues concerning poor functioning
of local governments. One of the major reasons
for their poor performance is low civic
engagement in the decision making process.
Worldwide there is increasing recognition that
citizens� involvement is critical for enhancing
democratic governance, improving service
delivery and fostering citizen empowerment.

The ability of citizens, civil society
organisations (CSOs), and other non-state
actors (NSAs) to hold the state accountable and
make it responsive to their needs comes from
the consistent involvement of citizens in the
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processes of governance. The Government of
India has also recognised the potential of civic
engagement and introduced provisions to
foster citizens� participation in several flagship
schemes such as the Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan
(SSA), Mahatma Gandhi national Rural
Employment Guarantee Scheme (MGNREGS),
National Rural Health Mission (NRHM), etc.
These provisions recognise citizens as ultimate
stakeholders and include activities relating to
information disclosure, beneficiary/user
participation and participatory monitoring.

In urban areas, while citizen charters, etc.
were formulated with the engagement of
citizens and community-based organisations
(CBOs), service delivery remains an area where
citizen engagement continues to be limited. In
India, citizens� participation in municipal or
urban governance is almost non-existent. In
rural areas under the Panchayati Raj System,
citizens have an opportunity to participate in
local governance processes through the
institution of the �Gram Sabha�. While the 74th

Constitutional Amendment made provisions
for the setting up of ward committees in cities
with a population of more than 300,000, in
many states the Amendment has not been
implemented effectively.

The concept of ward committees as per 74th

Constitutional Amendment is a novel addition
in examples of people-centric governance. The
ward committees create the platform for
citizen�s participation from below the
municipal level, thus bringing the electorate
closer to their representatives. However,
despite the clarity and details that the 74th

Constitutional Amendment provides the
constitution of ward committees, states have
either not constituted the ward committees or
have interpreted the provisions differently.
The proximity between citizens and
government is neglected even in those states
where ward committees are established.

The vision of Master Development Plan
(MDP) of Jaipur is to make the city a global
metropolis and a world class city, where all
people would be engaged in productive work
with a better quality of life, living in a
sustainable environment. Jaipur needs to be
prepared and positioned for a mega city
generator of economic momentum for global
exchange through quality services and
infrastructure. MDP is drawn within a
framework of sustainable development, public,
private and community participation and a
spirit of ownership and sense of belongingness
among its citizens.
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The project attempts to improve
governance and service delivery through
enhanced civic engagement in city of

Jaipur by using social accountability tools.
Public Service Index (PSI) was used to generate
ward level report cards of urban services
provided by the Jaipur Municipal Corporation
(JMC) in selected wards of Jaipur city. The
essential municipal services provided by JMC
include: roads, water supply, public health and
sanitation, solid waste management, provision
of urban amenities and facilities such as parks,
gardens, playgrounds, street lighting, parking
etc. were considered for developing PSI.

A tool of Citizen Report Card (CRC) could
also be utilised for gathering feedback of
citizens on the status of services and engaging
them in demanding better delivery of services.
Various community meetings and interface
with service providers were organised for
resolving specific issues in various service
delivery. To advocate improving services
emphasising the need for strengthening
mechanisms of citizen participation and
provisions of 74th Amendment, the project
disseminated the findings emerged from PSI,
CRC and other meetings.

Objectives
The objectives of the project are to:

� assess the status and quality of service
delivery by urban local government in the
city of Jaipur through generating CRC and
by engaging stakeholders;

� create a PSI of each of select wards based
on delivery against key services; and

� advocate with various levels of urban local
government for improving the quality of
service delivery.

Design

This phase of MyCity was implemented in
16 wards of Jaipur with the support of CSOs.
Activities commenced with three rounds of
consultation meetings � one each with CSOs,
JMC officials and councillors in order to gather
information for creating a strategic
intervention. Thereafter, scoping visits were
made to each of the identified wards to meet
with local citizens, councillors and other
stakeholders in the project area to build
rapport and take them on board. Through this
scoping exercise, local CSOs were identified in
each zone of the JMC to provide support in
coordinating ward-level activities.

An Inception Meeting was organised to
inform stakeholders about the goal, objectives,
and activities of the project, and also to bring
key policymakers, JMC officials, local
authorities and officials on board. 16 wards
were chosen from 91 wards of the JMC based
on the enabling environment for successful
intervention. To know the feedback on quality
of service delivery, the CRC was used. This
exercise also provided an opportunity to
engage and make citizens more aware of the
local governance processes.

The sample size for CRC was 1600,
identified on the basis of random sampling. A
questionnaire was developed and pre-tested
for collecting feedback on the quality of
services and amenities. A team of people were
oriented for conducting the survey. 100 people
from each selected wards were interviewed to
find out the changes occurred and
improvements in JMC during last phase. Care
was taken to ask questions in a non-suggestive
manner to the extent possible. The data
collected was cleaned, consolidated and
analysed for generating information. This
exercise also provided an opportunity to
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engage and make citizens more aware of local
governance processes.

A Citizens Action Group (CAG) was created
in each ward to provide continuous feedback
about the quality of services and amenities.
The members of CAG proved to be a link
between service providers, elected
representatives and citizens. They also played
important role in mobilising community for
developing PSI, conducting community and
interface meetings.

For each of the selected wards, certain key
services such as roads, sewerage, solid garbage,
water supply, amenities such as parks,
playground, etc. were identified for which
indicators were developed. For each indicator,
certain criteria/benchmarks for scoring were
developed. Each indicator was given score
between 0 and 10 based on specific
benchmarks through physical verification. The
final scores were drawn from scores given to
each indicator. The PSI of each ward was
prepared in such a way that it indicates quality
of life in various wards by its quality of
services/amenities.

The findings of CRC were presented before
citizens and service provides through interface

meetings and feedbacks were collected. The
feedbacks were incorporated into the findings
and disseminated among relevant stakeholders
through dissemination and advocacy meeting.
Media including newsletter was utilised for
better outreach and advocacy. Through this
data, citizens consolidated their voice on
quality of ward-level services which they could
use to hold local administration and elected
representatives accountable, and the same was
used to advocate with the municipal
councillors/officials to improve the quality of
services/availability of amenities. The findings
were shared with relevant stakeholders using
web-based dissemination.

Project Area
The geographical area of JMC is divided into

91 wards and eight administrative zones named
Moti Dungri, Hawa Mahal East, Hawa Mahal
West, Vidyadhar Nagar, Civil Line, Sanganer,
Amber, and Mansarovar. Total 16 wards (two
ward from each zones) were chosen from 91
wards of the JMC. Final selected wards are
mentioned in the Table:

Sr. Zone Ward-I Name of Councillors Ward-II Name of Councillors

1 Vidyadhar Nagar 8 Bhagwat Singh Deval 81 Tejesh Kumar

2 Civil Lines 18 Suman Lata Lohiya 17 Madhu Devi Sharma

3 Sanganer Zone 46 Ram Niwas Jonwal 37 GeetaSharma

4 Moti Dungri 64 SatyanarayanDhamani 60 Chandra Bhatia

5 Hawa Mahal (West) 78 Ramesh Chand 77 Vijay Kumar Soni

6 Hawa Mahal (East) 69 Rakesh Kumar Bairwa 70 Rani Lubana

7 Mansarovar 42 Vishnu Lata 31 Bhawani Singh

8 Amber 91 Kajodmal Saini 88 Vikram SinghTanwar
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City Map
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3
FINDINGS
OF
THE STUDY
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CRC is a participatory survey that solicits
user feedback on the performance of
public services. CRC can significantly

enhance public accountability through the
extensive media coverage and civil society
advocacy that accompanies the process. CRC is
used in situations where demand side data,
such as user perceptions on quality and
satisfaction with public services, is absent.

The methodology involved both qualitative
(group discussions) and quantitative (survey)
tools. The survey sought to examine citizens�
satisfaction and experiences in case of services
like water supply, sewerage facility, street
lights, street roads and solid waste collection
and amenities like parks, community halls etc.
The questionnaire developed for CRC covered a
wide range of questions. The data were
collected by trained surveyors during April-May
2015. Total sample size was 1600 from 16 wards

(100 from each). The findings from the group
discussion helped analysing the quantitative
data.

Satisfaction level of respondents about
services
� 48 percent are not satisfied with the

cleanliness in their areas
� 64 percent dump their garbage in open
� 24 percent says that street lights are either

unavailable or not working
� 68 percent do not have the facility of public

gardens
� 87 percent people do not have playgrounds

for children
� 62 percent do not have the facility of

community halls
� 46 percent consider roads unsafe for

pedestrians
� 50 percent feel roads unsafe for cycling

Water Supply
In 82 percent of the surveyed

households, the government supply
drinking water. Public Health Engineering
Department (PHED) deals mainly with
public supply of water. 13 percent are
depended on the society or private bore-
well for water, whereas, 27 percent are
not satisfied with the quality of drinking
water.

Sewage Condition
Study reveals that 75 respondents have

sewage connections for their houses and
25 percent still to receive it. However, 37
percent of connected households face
regular problems in functioning. Most of
the areas which are not connected with
sewage are either un-authorised colonies
or un-regularised areas.
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Condition of Street Roads
Only 19 percent respondents are

satisfied with conditions of the
existing street roads in their areas
while 41 percent find these in average
condition.

Complaints and Feedback
Only 12 percent respondents

register complaints through helplines
established by JMC and only 15
percent through concerned officials.
Most of them (69 percent) make
complaints to the ward councillors for
any issue. 41 percent did not received
timely resolution of their complaints.

Street Lights
The condition of street lights received

a comparative positive response from
respondents, with 87 reported that lights
work properly, however 24 percent
reported that lights are either
dysfunctional or unavailable.

Garbage Disposal
Data shows that 64 percent

respondents are dumping garbage in open,
which is alarming situation for public
health. JMC is covering nine percent
households by door-to-door garbage
collection while resident welfare societies
along with other societies are able to
manage 21 percent households by door-to-
door collection. 56 percent garbage from
open are lifted on a daily basis.
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Parks, playgrounds and community
centres

Parks are an important requirement of any
colony; but 68 percent respondents reported
unavailability of parks in their locality. 87
percent of areas do not have playgrounds for
children and only 34 percent reported
availability of community halls.

Stray animals
Stray animals are a nuisance for the entire

community. 67 percent of respondents admit
that they face problems with stray animals. It is
a problem faced equally by all wards.

Resident welfare committees

Resident welfare committees have been
found to be active only in 20 percent areas. 78
percent of the people have been benefited by
these committees and their problems
addressed.

City roads for pedestrians and
bicycles

People were found unsatisfied on the
questions related to the infrastructure, design
and condition of city for pedestrians and
bicycles. Roads are not safer to walk as well as
for bicycle riders as per 46 and 50 percent of
respondents respectively.

Parking and encroachments
54 percent of respondents face parking

problems in their areas, whereas 57 percent are
also disturbed by the increasing encroachments
in colonies by local residents.
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The project team, CAG members, partner
CSOs made visits to each selected wards
under the study and physically verified

the status of selected services and amenities
and put scores for each developed indicators
based on the benchmark set for each indicator.
While putting scores, consensus was built
among members of team created for
observation. Local citizens were also consulted
in certain cases to reach to consensus.
Indicators related to various services under the
Municipal Corporation will be chosen for
scoring based on coverage, quality, grievance,
redress, etc. for each identified service. The
indicators for various services and benchmark
set for them are given below:

Scoring of Wards

Based on the final score obtained by each
ward, ranking of wards was done. Each category
of services was given score out of 10. These
rankings were converted into three colour

codes. Green colour is for more than or equal
seven scores. Yellow colour shows scores
obtained more than four but less than seven.
Red colour shows less poor conditions which
scores less or equal to four. Out of 16 wards,
only one ward is in green colour which is in
good condition, but three are in red and rest 12
are in yellow colour. The result shows the poor
condition of the whole city.

Other Research Findings
� Devolution of power to urban local bodies

(ULBs) is blocked (74th Amendment to the
Constitution emphasises on strengthening
municipalities)

� ULBs are poorly engaged in urban planning,
economic and social development

� Resource crunch on part of councillors
(inadequate distribution of resources to
councillors)

� No office/support staff for execution of
activities with councillors

PUBLIC SERVICE INDEX
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� Shortage of JMC staffs and workers and
technology to cater to increasing
population

� Low awareness among people about the
functioning of JMC/LSGs and mechanism of
service delivery

� Ward committees are not in place
� Strong union of sanitation workers

Problems encountered
� Unnecessary delay in execution of certain

activities due to elections of municipal
corporations and its code of conduct in
November 2014

� There was delimitation of wards before the
Municipal elections, which created
difficulty in identifying the exact area of
the ward. It resulted in delay of finalisation
of the ward and CSO partners

� Councillors were heavily engaged in
campaigning activities and it was very

difficult for partners to get their time for
project activities

� Newly elected Mayors of Rajasthan took
more time to settle, which resulted in
undue delay scheduling the Mayors�
Conference

Challenges
� After change in state government, new

appointments have been made. Those who
are newly appointed need to be persuaded
again

� There were challenges again in finding out
local CSOs who have interest and
experience and are willing to execute
activities under the project

� It is difficult for all elected councillors and
Mayors to go beyond the party line since
there is same party government at the state
level
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Sr. No. Services Indicators Benchmark

1. Water Supply Coverage 100 percent

Availability 1 hour a day

Quality of water No problem in colour, texture,
smell etc.

Timeliness of supply Daily at a fix time

2. Sewerage Coverage of sewerage facility 100 percent

Functioning of sewerage No problem throughout
network the year

3. Solid Waste Collection Depot level coverage 100 percent

Once in a day

No litter, cow dung, water
logging, open hole etc.

4. Street roads Coverage of street roads 100 percent

Frequency of maintenance Once in a year

Quality of road surface Without any pits, trenches on
road, plane surface, no
encroachment

5. Street lights Coverage of street lights 100 percent

Functioning of street lights No problem throughout
the year

Adequacy of street lights At every 100 meters distance

6. Parks Adequacy of parks One per colony

Park with features Boundary, gate, railing,
walkway, children equipment,
lawn, trees

Cleanliness of parks No litter, garbage, restricted
entry of stray animals, clean
sidewalk etc.

7. Community Hall Adequacy of Community Hall 100 percent

Availability of Community Hall First come, first serve basis

Condition of Community Hall Without any pits, trenches on
road, plane surface, no
encroachment

Cleanliness of community hall Clean toilets, lawn, hall-
paintings, no seepage
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4
GLIMPSES
OF
THE PROJECT
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Project scoping visits and finalisation
of wards

Scoping visits to various wards were made
and consultation meetings with various
stakeholders were conducted for the purpose
of selecting wards from eight different zones of
Jaipur. Project team visited different wards and
met with representatives of new CSOs and
concerned councillors. Initial discussions were
held about the project and its activities. These
wards come under different zones of JMC.

Visits were helpful to understand
situations of particular ward and the issues/
problems related to wards and also to inform
about the project and its activities to various
other stakeholders. Municipal election polls
were held on November 22, 2014 and results
were declared on November 25, 2014. Team
met with new elected councillors after
November 25, 2014. Total 16 wards were

identified from all eight zones of JMC
comprising two from each zone. Final selected
wards were identified which are mentioned in
the table:

Series of Consultation on Urban
Governance

CSO consultation was organised at Jaipur on
November 27, 2014 in which around 35 CSO
representatives participated. AK Ojha of Centre
for Development & Communications, PN
Mandola of Lok Sampatti Sanrakshan Samitti,
Anshu Singh, PRIA were main speakers in the
session on �Current context of the Local
Governance and role of CSOs to improve the
quality of services�. Other participating CSOs
also shared their views and experiences on the
subject. The meeting was helpful in getting the
feedback from different CSOs for going ahead

Sr. Name of the Partner Organisations responsible for the implementing Ward Number
ward level activities

1 Hardev Sikshan Evam Jan Kalyan Sansthan 17, 18

2 Maulik Foundation 77, 78

3 Sahara Public School Shiksha Samiti 88, 91

4 Aarta Tran Sansthan 8, 69

5 Prem Mandir Sansthan 60

6 Labour Education & Development Society 81

7 Sahyog Samajik Sansthan 46

8 Mahaveer International 64

9 Raza Public School Samiti 70

10 Mahila Jagriti Evam Vikas Samiti 42

11 Nav Sankalp Sansthan 31

12 Vision Youth Action Society 37
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in MyCity project and participants to learn from
speakers and other CSOs.

Ward Councillors� consultation meeting
was organised at Jaipur on December 30, 2014
in which around 40 participants including
councillors of different wards, representatives
of partner CSOs participated. Councillors who
were recently elected shared their views about
the project and responded to queries raised by
CSOs. Most of them showed interest in the
project and asked to implement it in their
wards. They also assured to extend necessary
support for smooth implementation of the
project. Participating CSOs also shared their
views and experiences from last phase of
project. The consultation was helpful in getting
feedback and suggestions from different ward
councillors.

In the series of consultation, JMC officials
were invited at Hotel Maurya Palace, Jaipur on
December 31, 2014. More than 25 participants
including senior officials from JMC,
representatives of JMC zone offices and
partner CSOs participated. Jagdish Sharma,
Senior Town Planner, JMC appreciated efforts
of MyCity for creating the space for citizens�
participation. Other officials shared various

issues which need more focus and attention at
ward level. CSO representatives also raised
their concerns on less participation of officials
in ward level meetings. Officials ensured their
full participation from zone offices in all ward
level meetings.

Inception Meeting
Formal launch of the third year of the

Project was held at Jaipur on January 16, 2015
where Justice V S Dave, former Chairperson of
the Empowered Committee appointed by
Supreme Court on World Class City; Manish
Pareek, Ex-Deputy Mayor, JMC were special
guests and shared their thoughts on urban
governance and MyCity project.

About 100 participants participated in the
meeting including representatives of Jaipur-
based CSOs, resident welfare societies,
councillors of various wards, JMC officials and
other line departments as well as media. The
project monograph was released in the
meeting by special guests. Awards and
certificates were also provided to winners of
Pothole contest organised by CUTS in Jaipur.
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Community Meetings

To maintain regular interaction with the
members of community, meetings were
organised by partner CSOs in their respective
wards. Councillors of concerned wards,
community members, representatives of
resident welfare societies, CAG members
participated in these meetings to discuss local
issues and possible solutions at ward level.
These meetings were helpful in generating
awareness among citizens about civic
responsibilities and their role in improving
services. Issues were taken into account by
partner CSOs for further follow up. Total 48
community meetings were conducted in the
city by partner.

Visits of all Municipal Corporation and
meetings

Team visited all seven municipal
corporations of Rajasthan and met with Mayors,
Deputy Mayors and other concerned officials to
introduce the MyCity intervention and discuss
the concept of Rajasthan Mayors� Conference.
The meetings were very helpful in building
relationship with the city mayors and
understand their thinking about such
interventions of urban governance. Visits were
also helpful in understanding the functioning
of each particular corporation. They were
invited to attend Mayors� conferences which
they accepted and agreed to attend. All of
them appreciated the concept of MyCity and
idea of Mayors� Conference.

First Rajasthan Mayors� Conference
on April 15, 2015

During implementation of last phases of
MyCity it was found that there are several large
and policy related issues of urban local self-
governance which need to be taken forward
through a collaborative effort of all the
stakeholders including Mayors. But there is no
formal platform where Mayors from Rajasthan
can discuss the Urban Governance related
issues and come out with a strategy. In third
year of MyCity, CUTS proposed to create a
platform for the Mayors of Rajasthan State with
the objective to improve the urban governance
in Rajasthan through enhanced sharing of
experiences and learning from each other.

First ever Rajasthan Mayors� Conference
was organised at Jaipur on April 15, 2015.
Nirmal Nahata, Mayors, Jaipur; Mahesh
Vijayvargiya, Mayor, Kota; Shiv Singh Bhont,
Mayor, Bharatpur and Inderpal Singh, Deputy
Mayor, Bharatpur attended the Mayors

Interface Meetings

Interface meetings between community
members and service providers including
councillors, JMC officials and other line
departments were conducted in all wards by
partner CSOs. The objectives of meetings were
to inform participants about ward-specific data
of CRC and generate discussion upon emerging
issues and suggest possible measures to
improve the situation of particular locality. It
was helpful in establishing a line of
communication between the community and
service providers at the ward level. The
feedback and comments gathered from
meetings were incorporated in research
findings.
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Conference and shared various issues of
municipalities and their functioning. Prof. V.S.
Vyas, Former Deputy Chairman, State Planning
Board chaired the discussion, whereas
Ramavtar Raghuvnashi, Director, Rajasthan
Institute of Local Self Government shared some
of the best practices of municipalities in India.
Manish Pareek, Ex Deputy Mayor of Jaipur
shared his experiences with the project.

CRC and PSI Orientation Programme
After finalising CRC questionnaires and

Public Service Index updated format, an
orientation programme was conducted at
Jaipur on April 29, 2015. Representatives of
partner CSO participated. Detailed orientation

was done on CRC, PSI and its methodology.
Questionnaire and methodology was finalised
after several rounds of discussion and field
testing. Team members, including CUTS, CSO
partners, surveyors, CAG members visited all
wards to collect the data of CRC and PSI which
was further verified and analysed. Reports
have been prepared and findings were shared
on different occasions.

Second Rajasthan Mayors�
Conference

Next Mayors� Conference was organised at
Kota on September 22, 2015. Mahesh Vijay,
Mayor, Kota; Sunita Vyas, Deputy Mayor, Kota;
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Sanchita Bishnoi, Additional
Director, Directorate of Local
Bodies, Government of
Rajasthan; Yudhishther
Chansi, Councillor, Kota,
Vikram Singh, Councillor,
JMC were representatives of
municipal corporations.
Soumya Chaturvedula,
Programme Officer,
International Council for
Local Government Initiatives and Sumit Singh,
Regional Director, All India Institute of Local
Self-Government were resource persons and
made presentations.

Dissemination cum Advocacy Meeting

Final advocacy meeting was organised on
August 27, 2015 ain Jaipur to share the key
findings of project among wider audience of
targeted stakeholders. Purushotam Biyana,
Director cum Joint Secretary and Sanchita
Bishnoi, Additional Director of DLBs,
Government of Rajasthan; Mohanlal Gupta,
MLA; Ramavtar Raghuvanshi, Director,
Rajasthan Institute of Local Self Government;
Bhawani Singh Rajawat, Chairman, JMC were
special guests of the meeting. More than 90
participants participated including present and
former councillors, JMC officials, CSO

representatives, RWAs, other civic bodies and
media. Monika Solanki of Jaipur Unites also
made presentation in the meeting on JMC
initiatives.

MyCity Partner CSOs Meetings

During the project period all partner CSOs
gathered time to time for review activities of
the project as well as to plan future course of
action. In one of the meeting, partner CSOs met
on September 24, 2015 to share their
experiences and discuss challenges faced
during implementation of activities and
sustainability of intervention beyond project
period. They raised various issues, such as
difficulties in dealing with JMC officials and
councillors, mobilising the targeted number of
citizens etc. CSOs along with CAG members will
meet on regular basis to raise the local urban

issues. CSOs will
be in touch with
CUTS as well as
Jaipur Unites,
which is an
initiative of JMC to
sustain local level
activities along
with active
citizens.
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5
RECOMMENDATIONS
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Policymakers/Higher Authorities Level

� Accountability framework of ULBs and
other civic agencies requires strengthening
and people should be made part of it.
There is a growing realisation that citizens�
engagement is an effective tool for
ensuring accountability and thus at the
level of service delivery, citizens should be
given proper space for engagement in the
accountability framework

� Actions should be taken to bring ULBs out
from financial trap. It is evident from
various focus group discussions that there
is severe lack of funds among ULBs for
development work. It was also found that
the power to ULBs to generate revenue
through taxes is not transferred and hence
they are completely dependent on
allocations by the government

� The money allocated to wards should be
based on requirements of the particular
ward. Already developed wards which are
lesser in size too are provided with larger
budget than wards which includes
relatively new, less developed and large
are provided low budget

� Budget allocated and spent for each ward
should be made open and transparent so
that citizens and CSOs can judge their value
for money and councillors can raise voice
for equivalent money

� Money should also be allocated to generate
awareness on various new developments
done by the Department so that citizens
can take maximum advantages out of it

Service Providers/JMC Level

� The service providers at zone level of JMC
should make immediate arrangements for
establishing garbage depot for each colony
and ensure regular collection of garbage

from depots at proper locations
� Garbage accumulation at open spaces and

dirty water in streets let mosquito borne
and other diseases can easily spread. The
Department should take preventive
measures, such as fogging etc. on regular
basis

� The service providers should create
platforms for citizens� engagement and also
utilise them for resident welfare societies.
As per present scenario of JMC, there is no
space for people�s participation. Ward
committees are not constituted in any of
the wards and citizens are not aware about
these

� The officials should take corrective
measures to resolve complaints made by
citizens on a priority basis. There should
also be action against people who break
rules and litter on the road, throw garbage
in open and at inappropriate places etc.

� Strict enforcement is required to prevent
encroachment activities in the city.
Feedback or information can be taken from
resident welfare associations (RWAs) in this
matter

RWAs/Housing Societies/CSOs

� RWAs should continuously watch the
delivery of proper services and raise
collective voice in case of absence or
improper delivery of services

� RWAs should be involved in campaigns to
enhance civic sense and make people
aware of clean and healthy environment

� RWAs should take actions against
encroachments, covering roads, fencing,
high ramps, construction materials etc. by
putting social pressure on such people who
are involved in such activities

� RWAs should build cooperation with the
policymakers, service providers, councillors
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etc. for continuous betterment of services
and help them as per requirement

Citizens

� Citizens should remain sensitive about
maintaining a healthy environment in their
areas and support service providers by
keeping the nearby area clean

� Citizens should avoid all those activities
which spoil efforts of service providers in
order to make the city clean and green

� Citizens should make themselves aware of
various arrangements made by service
providers/policymakers, take their benefits
and also raise awareness in their areas by
playing role of active citizens

� Citizens should act like a responsible
citizen, follow rules which make locality
convenient
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6
OUTCOME
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Increased Awareness
Community and interface meetings proved

that there was enhanced engagement among
citizens and awareness as well. Several
members of the community have come forward
in several wards and taken initiatives in order
to improve situations without being dependent
on service providers. Increasing ownership
among citizens was felt during community
meetings members. CRC and PSI could also
help in engaging and making citizens aware.

The involvement of CAG members is also
an example of engagement. They remain
connected with the project and provided their
support without any payment of honorarium.
The relevant information was also painted in
various wards for the benefit of citizens by
CSOs.

Resolving grievances

Service providers were sensitised about
the problems of community through
community and interface meetings. In each
community meeting, they used to note down
certain grievances and resolve by the time they

come in the next meeting. In this way, several
grievances of community could be resolved
during community meetings. In case of their
inability to resolve certain problems, they
shown the way to the citizens in order to get
their grievances resolved.

Improved relationship among service
providers and recipients

The continuous community meetings led to
improved relationship among service providers
and recipients. After attending several
meetings, service providers were willing to
attend meetings without any hesitation in
order to solve their problems. CAG members
now have access to service providers and
elected representative and they take up issues
of citizens to them.

Media Interventions
MyCity was given a good response from

media side in terms of coverage of its activities
and publishing findings. Other than this some
of the prominent media groups including Dainik
Bhaskar, Rajasthan Patrika, Daily News, First
India (News Channel) started regular stories in
their newspapers and television shows.

Issuance of several orders by JMC
Dissemination of findings during the

advocacy meeting and presentation especially
in front of higher level authorities led to the
issuance of several orders and frequent
monitoring visits to check the status of
services. JMC is now involved in necessary
arrangements to collect the garbage from 91
wards of Jaipur. The corrective measures to
solve problems of stray animals, and other
issues are also being taken quickly by JMC.
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Capacity building of a cadre of people

The activities under the project helped
building the capacity of a cadre of people who
started raising voices against poor services and
demanding grievances. The group of people is
given name Citizen Action Group (CAG), which
are functional in each targeted wards.

Creation of platform for councillors
and service providers

The project was able to create a platform,
especially for elected representatives, where
they got opportunities to interact with citizens
as well as government officials and present
their problems and perspectives.

Delimitations of the JMC ward

One of the recommendations of CUTS was
about the delimitations of JMC wards since the
population of many wards increased and
service providers were unable to address all
residents. The government has decided to
delimit JMC. There will be now total 91 wards
instead of 77 from November 2014.

Increased civic sense among citizens

The project also helped in increasing civic
sense among citizens through discussions held
during various meetings. There are also
evidences of more responsible behaviour on
the part of citizens in various wards.
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MEDIA




